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such rare centres as Tun-huang that we can see T'ang
masterpieces in their true setting or be sure of their history.
The wooden pillar of our illustration, if it is genuine, was
perhaps one of a colonnade once bright with colour, which
led the eye of the worshipper through a long vista of fair
forms to the majestic Buddha of the high altar in some
'Hall of the Great Hero'. Here Greek draperies and Indian
eikon are fused in the crucible of T'ang genius—itself a
blend of Wei Tartar and pure Chinese. Of the statelier
figures of this age perhaps the greatest are two series of
Lohan here reproduced, magnificent in their serenity as in
their realism.
The animal forms of T'ang graves—camel and war-
horse and bull—suggest the grandeur of the works of
such masters as Chang Seng-yu—and the lovely Tanagra-
like figures of dancers and minstrels are eloquent of an age
of luxury; the dead were critical indeed if they were not
content with the company of so much charm and sensuous
grace. From the wood and clay burial-figures of Han
China has advanced to this great climax. Greek and Indian
genius have met that of China in this cult of the dead.
Outside T'ang tombs stood great winged horses> and
noticeable among them is a superb figure, at once natural
and symbolic, at the tomb of Kao-tsung, erected in a.d.
683, and reminiscent of the Scythian animal-forms which
play so interesting a part in the funerary art of Europe and
Asia. The great emperors saw that such lasting memorials
should keep their memory green. Dynastic histories did
the rest, and court-historians flourished, for the T'ang
like the Han encouraged the writing of eulogistic history.
Liu Chi-ki wrote his Comprehensive Survey of Historical
Work*) and Tu Yu (who died in a.d. 812) his General
Institutions^ which deals with politics, government offices,
military science, geography, national defence, and other
institutions and their development.
More ambitious still is the history of Sse-ma-ch'ien
(1019-86) who in the Sung era wrote a comprehensive
account of the preceding five and a half centuries. 'To

